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2 of 2 review helpful Excellent read By Michael I have enjoyed many of Michael Singer s books This is one of his 
earlier ones that help explain his thoughts on the composition of matter and energy that comprise the universe 
Excellent read and very useful in moving on into his later works 1 of 1 review helpful Best book By Fanny I Ritchie 
This book wonderful as it ans This book is for those who like the astronauts cannot look at this view of our planet 
without asking WHY The search conducted within these pages is a logical journey into the fields of biology 
psychology physics parapsychology yogic science and Eastern and Western religious philosophies Are they merely 
viewing different aspects of the same Truth Prior to reading this work I had absolutely no idea of what the New 
Spiritual Movement was all about nor what it meant to alter one s state of consciousness This logically based 
scientifically supported analysis finally makes it possible for the Wester 
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